We report measurements of positronium (Ps) formation following positron irradiation of mesoporous SiO 2 films and Ge(100) single crystals at temperatures ranging from 12-700 K. As both of these materials generate Ps atoms via nonthermal processes, they are able to function as positron-positronium converters at cryogenic temperatures. Our data show that such Ps formation is possibly provided the targets are not compromised by adsorption of residual gas. In the case of SiO 2 films, we observe a strong reduction in the Ps formation efficiency following irradiation with UV laser light (λ = 243.01 nm) below 250 K, in accordance with previous observations of radiation-induced surface paramagnetic centers. Conversely, Ps emission from Ge is enhanced by irradiation with visible laser light (λ = 532 nm) via a photoemission process that persists at cryogenic temperatures. Both mesoporous SiO 2 films and Ge crystals were found to produce Ps efficiently in cryogenic environments. Accordingly, these materials are likely to prove useful in several areas of research, including Ps mediated antihydrogen formation conducted in the cold bore of a superconducting magnet, the production of Rydberg Ps for experiments in which the effects of black-body radiation must be minimized, and the utilization of mesoporous structures that have been modified to produce cold Ps atoms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Positronium (Ps) atoms can be produced in vacuum when positrons are implanted into various materials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , known in this context as Ps converters. This can occur through several distinct mechanisms, some of which are nonthermal in nature. It is therefore expected that, in the absence of inhibiting processes, some Ps converters should function efficiently in cryogenic environments. Two good candidates for this are mesoporous films [7] [8] [9] and single-crystal semiconductors [10] .
The generation of Ps in low-temperature environments is required for several different experimental endeavors. Examples include (1) the production of antihydrogen atoms by Ps impact with trapped antiprotons [11, 12] , (2) the formation of high-n Rydberg states of Ps for gravity measurements [13, 14] or precision spectroscopy [15, 16] , and (3) the emission of low-energy Ps atoms into vacuum from engineered porous structures or semiconductors [17, 18] . It is envisaged that antihydrogen formation would occur in or near the cold bore of a superconducting magnet. This may be achieved using a Cs-beam-based charge-exchange technique [19] , but for some schemes direct Ps production from a solid-state target is required [20] . In order to conduct free-fall measurements or high-resolution spectroscopy, very long-lived Ps atoms may be required. This can be achieved by exciting to states with high principal quantum numbers ( 30) , that may be sensitive to black-body radiation at room temperature [21] . Finally, modified converters that can increase Ps cooling rates, reduce Ps formation energies, or both, would have to be cooled accordingly.
An intriguing possibility offered by low-temperature, structured, mesoporous materials is a route to the formation of a Ps Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC), which has been discussed in the literature for some time [22, 23] . A Ps BEC would serve as an ideal source of coherent Ps for matter-wave interferometry [24] and spectroscopy measurements, and is a prerequisite for the observation of stimulated annihilation, and perhaps even the production of a γ -ray laser [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Creating a Ps BEC requires cooling a dense ensemble of spin-polarized Ps atoms [30] below the BEC transition temperature. In the absence of an electrostatic or magneto-optical Ps trap, this must be done in a cavity in a solid-state material [23, 31] . The highest Ps densities achieved to date [32] are of the order of 10 16 cm −3 , obtained in a mesoporous silica film. Increasing this density by two orders of magnitude would result in the relatively high [33] BEC transition temperature of 15 K.
It may be possible to increase cooling rates for confined Ps using engineered porous structures that are designed to facilitate both cooling and collection of Ps atoms into a central void [34, 35] . However, collisional cooling rates must necessarily decrease as the atoms approach thermalization [36, 37] , and a hybrid scheme utilizing both collisional and laser cooling may be necessary to reach the lowest temperatures allowed by the cavity [38] . In order to explore this possibility, it would be useful to understand how such materials function at low temperatures, and when irradiated with laser radiation. The latter point is particularly important since intense laser pulses may be required to laser cool a dense Ps gas in a cavity, owing to line-narrowing effects [39] . If a Ps gas could be laser cooled to the recoil limit [40] (∼100 mK, which is higher than the ∼1 mK Doppler limit for Ps because of the low mass) then the BEC transition would occur at a density close to what has already been achieved (i.e., around 10 16 cm −3 ). In this work, we study Ps formation from two different materials, mesoporous silica films, and Ge single crystals. Mesoporous SiO 2 films have been shown to produce Ps with an energy and efficiency that does not depend on the sample temperature [41] . The energy of Ps emitted from Ge and Si semiconductors is also independent of the sample temperature [10] . Both Si and Ge crystals produce Ps via an excitonlike surface state [10, 18] in which the requisite electronic surface states are thermally activated. Thus the Ps formation efficiency from these materials does depend on the sample temperature. However, these electron states can also be populated optically [42] , and we show here that laser irradiation at cryogenic temperatures results in efficient Ps formation from Ge, with the added bonus that the photoemisison laser is also able to remove material adsorbed on the crystal surface.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Positron beam and γ -ray detection
The apparatus and methods used in the present experiments have been described in detail elsewhere [43] . Positrons emitted from a 22 Na source are moderated with solid neon [44] and captured in a two-stage [45] Surko-type positron trap [46, 47] . The trap is operated at a repetition rate of 1 Hz, and the output consists of ∼10 5 positrons/pulse. The positron pulse width is between 3-5 mm (FWHM), and is compressed in time to ∼6 ns (FWHM) using a parabolic potential buncher [48] . These characteristics depend on the magnetic field strength in the target region and the distance between the bunching electrode and the target. Ps can be produced in vacuum by implanting positrons into suitable materials. The Ps atoms may then be probed with pulsed lasers, facilitating measurement of the velocity distribution via Doppler [49] or time-of-flight spectroscopy [50] .
The amount of long-lived Ps formed by positron irradiation of SiO 2 and Ge targets was measured using single-shot positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (SSPALS) [51] . This technique uses a fast γ -ray detector [52] coupled to an oscilloscope to measure annihilation radiation as a function of time, from which lifetime spectra are generated. A delayed γ -ray fraction (f d ) is defined as the ratio of the integrated areas B-C and A-C of recorded lifetime spectra, where the values for A,B, and C are −6, 35, and 450 ns respectively (see Fig. 1 ).
If B is positioned after the initial "prompt" peak arising from fast annihilation events, then the delayed fraction is less than the fraction of incident positrons that form ortho- [10] . Examples of single-shot lifetime spectra recorded for various experimental conditions are shown in Fig. 1 .
Changes in the lifetime spectra induced by a laser are quantified by the parameter
, where (on) and (off) refer to the laser. The (off) case may be defined as the laser being present but off resonance, or not present at all. For the data shown in Fig. 1, f d for the spectra with the least o-Ps (no laser, 27 K) is 3 ± 1%, whereas at room temperature following a thermal cycle (see Sec. II C) f d is 45.2 ± 0.1% with the laser on and 25.1 ± 0.2% with the laser off.
One important difference between the current arrangement and that described previously [43] is that additional differential pumping sections between the positron trap and the target chamber have been added, as shown in Fig. 2 . This was done in order to reduce sample exposure to the gases used in the positron trap (N 2 and CF 4 ). The SiO 2 and Ge targets were mounted on a closed-cycle helium refrigerator with a 1000 K high-temperature interface, as shown in Fig. 3 . The sample stage was electrically isolated from the hightemperature stage using a sapphire disk, allowing the positron impact energy to be controlled via the sample bias. Because of this the actual range of sample temperatures was ∼20−750 K. All quoted temperatures regarding the high-temperature coldhead are as measured using the Pt sensor attached to the hightemperature stage beneath the target mount. With the target grounded a K-type thermocouple was placed directly on the sample holder. A maximum temperature of 780 K was recorded at the target when the Pt sensor read 850 K, indicating a large thermal gradient between the two for these high temperatures. For temperatures in the range of 27-700 K the sensors agreed to within 5 K. Holes in the heat shield (see Fig. 3 ) raised the minimum achievable temperatures from ∼15 K to around ∼20 K, which is also the lower limit of the Pt sensor range. Some experiments were conducted using an alternate cold head with an operating range of 12-300 K, installed in both the current, and the previous a target chamber [43] , which had poor vacuum isolation from the buffer gas trap. The pressure in this case was ∼2 × 10 −6 mbar during normal trap operation. Under these conditions, Ps formation in SiO 2 samples was inhibited almost immediately after cooling to low temperatures (see Sec. III A).
B. Laser systems
Some of the experiments described here required intense pulses of 532-nm radiation to bombard semiconductor targets at the time of positron implantation in order to enhance the production of Ps. This laser radiation was obtained by frequency doubling the 1064-nm fundamental output of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser, producing 532-nm laser pulses with a time width of ∼6 ns (FWHM). The areal profile of the beam was approximately Gaussian, with an area of ∼3 cm 2 , and an energy per pulse of ∼150 mJ, giving average fluences 22 Na source and slow positron beam that precedes the trap are described in Ref. [43] . Differential pumping is achieved using two 8-mm diameter tubes located inside solenoids (PR1 and PR3), and a 10-mm aperture (PR2) as indicated in the figure. Positrons are ejected from the trap with a 30-ns time width (FWHM) and are further bunched in time by a pulsed parabolic potential to a width of ∼6 ns (FWHM) at the target. The configuration shown yields a pressure of ∼10 −9 mbar in the main target chamber. The cold head was mounted on an xyz manipulator and could be moved entirely out of the beam path, allowing the positron beam profile to be recorded on an imaging mirco-channel plate (MCP) detector and phosphor screen assembly. The PbWO 4 scintillator is coupled to a PMT and oscilloscope in order to perform SSPALS [51] .
of ∼50 mJ/cm 2 , and peak powers of ∼24 MW. The fluence of the 532-nm radiation was controlled via a combination of neutral density filters and by tuning the angle of the KDP (potassium dihydrogen phosphate) nonlinear doubling crystal.
Some experiments required excitation of Ps from the ground state to n = 2; this was achieved via the 1S-2P transition, which requires ultraviolet (UV) radiation of wavelength 243.01 nm. This radiation was obtained from a pulsed dye laser, pumped by the third harmonic of an additional Nd:YAG laser. The dye laser produced radiation of 486.02 nm, which was frequency doubled to produce the desired 243.01-nm radiation. This pulsed dye laser was operated using a multiple-prism oscillator, producing laser radiation with a bandwidth of ∼85 GHz. The lasing efficiency of the dye, as well as the doubling efficiency, resulted in an output of ∼2 mJ per 6 ns (FWHM) pulse. The beam has a rectangular spatial profile of ∼2 by 0.4 cm, leading to average fluences of ∼2.5 mJ/cm 2 and peak powers of ∼313 kW. Experiments where Ps was excited to n = 2 using 243.01-nm radiation also utilized a second 532-nm laser pulse to photoionize the 2P states as a means of detection. The second 532-nm laser was separated from the residual of the radiation used to generate the Nd:YAG's third harmonic (for pumping the dye laser). This radiation had a Gaussian profile, with an area of approximately 1 cm 2 , fluences of ∼30 mJ/cm 2 and peak powers of ∼5 MW.
C. Sample preparation
SiO 2
The SiO 2 samples were made using the sol-gel method [53] , with TEOS (tetraethyl orthosilicate) as a precursor to silicon dioxide. The triblock copolymer Pluronic R F-127 (poloxamer 407) was used as a template, following the method of Yantasee et al. [54] with a higher porogen to silicon ratio (0.016 instead of 0.008 molar ratio). A mixture of F-127, TEOS, ethanol, deionized water and HNO 3 in a molar composition of 0.016:1:8:8:0.05 was stirred for 90 minutes at room temperature. The film was deposited using spin coating at 3000 rpm on a p-type silicon single crystal wafer. The porogen was removed from the film by heating the samples to 723 K for 15 minutes in air.
In the sol-gel preparation method, spherical micelles with a well defined size are formed by the porogen and the SiO 2 walls are formed from the TEOS precursor. The micelles decompose in the annealing phase, leaving behind a pure SiO 2 structure with a porous network defined by both the spherical micelles and the reduction of the film thickness. The pore surface exhibits silanol (Si-O-H) groups with typically 4-5 OH/nm 2 density. In addition, the presence of surface contamination from the decomposition products of the porogen can be expected when annealing at temperatures below 773 K. These decomposition products are carbon based, mostly comprised of methoxyl Si-O-CH 3 groups.
Earlier studies with similar samples found 31% Ps emission into vacuum with 2-4 keV beam energies. As seen from the energy dependence of the vacuum o-Ps fraction, the fraction of positrons, which annihilate in the substrate is not significant below 4 keV beam energies, and the o-Ps fraction remains constant in the 2-4 keV positron energy range. The pore size in similar films with a lower porogen (F-127) ratio was found to be 7.7 nm by the BET (Brunauer, Emmett, Teller) method [54] . However, on the basis of positron lifetime measurements, a pore size of 4 nm was estimated [41] . The apparent discrepancy between the two values may be due to pore distortion caused by a higher porogen fraction than used by Yantasee et al. [54] . The porosity of the SiO 2 samples used in this study was not directly measured, but we estimate it to be around 50%.
Single crystal Ge
The semiconductor studies reported here were undertaken using a p-type Ge(100) single crystal. The dopant was Ga and had a manufacturer stated resistivity of 0.019-0.024 . cm. Additional measurements were performed using an n-type crystal (doped with Sb, with a manufacturer stated resistivity of 0.01-0.1 . cm) but no significant differences between the two were observed, except that the photoemission process (see Sec. III B) from p-type Ge seemed to be more efficient, as was also observed in the previous measurements with Si [10] .
The samples were delivered with polished surfaces in sealed containers. Before use they were immersed in distilled water for one minute to dissolve the native oxide layer, and then etched in 32% HCl for 3.5 minutes. The samples were then dried with N 2 gas and inserted into the vacuum chamber (within 20 minutes) where they were heated in order to desorb Cl terminated dangling bonds (see Sec. IIIB). All of the Ge data shown here were taken using p-type Ge(100) crystals.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Mesoporous SiO 2
It has been known for many years that Ps atoms are efficiently produced when positrons interact with fine powders of various oxides [1] . In these materials Ps is formed by interactions with the electrons produced by positron implantation [55] . Ps then diffuses to the grain surface [56] and is emitted with a kinetic energy that is related to the positron and electron work functions, the band-gap energy in the material, and the Ps binding energy [57] . In the case of SiO 2 , bulk Ps is emitted into vacuum with approximately 1 eV, although higher energies can be observed due to surface-based formation processes [58] . The initial Ps energy is reduced following collisions, but complete thermalization requires very deep implantation [36, 37, 59] .
More efficient Ps thermalization can be achieved using Ps emitting insulators that have been assembled as thin mesoporous films [60, 61] . These films, which can be formed from a wide variety of materials (see, for example, Ref. [9] ), allow for efficient Ps formation and cooling [7, 62] . The underlying Ps formation and cooling processes in such materials are similar to those of granulated powders [37, 63] , but the energy loss rates are generally faster. There is however an intrinsic limitation to the temperature of Ps emitted into vacuum from a mesoporous film that arises from the fact that the Ps de Broglie wavelength (approximately 6 nm at 300 K) can become comparable to the mean pore size. When this happens Ps atoms are confined in the voids with a minimum (zero-point) energy that depends on the size of the cavity. Thus after moving through the porous network (or a subset thereof [64] ) via a tunneling-limited diffusion process, Ps atoms may be emitted into vacuum with a nonthermal kinetic energy, determined by the quantum mechanical confinement energy [41, 49] .
If the pores are made larger to reduce the confinement energy, Ps formation and cooling efficiencies are expected to be reduced. There are minimal experimental data on the effects of the pore size on the Ps formation efficiency in mesoporous SiO 2 . In all mesoporous films Ps is formed efficiently in the bulk material, where typical lifetimes are sub-nanosecond, extending to a few nanoseconds if micropores are present [8] . Therefore, in order for Ps atoms to be emitted into vacuum they must be created in close proximity to a void, which is more likely for converters with smaller pores and higher porosity, and less likely in the case of larger pores, where the average wall thickness is higher. The underlying assumption that the microstructure of the SiO 2 walls separating the pores is the same in all these structures is not necessarily correct. A network of micropores may be formed around the mesopores [65] , which is transparent for the diffusing Ps. This can lead to efficient Ps production in a part of the walls between the pores. Ps created in the micropores then diffuse to the mesopores and increase the overall Ps emission. Nevertheless, lower Ps emission efficiencies have been observed in macroporous silica films with pore sizes of 32-70 nm [66] , and somewhat higher in mesoporous films with smaller pores [62] , supporting the expectation that the Ps production efficiency increases with decreasing pore size.
The most efficient mesoporous Ps converters currently available have pore sizes of around 5 nm or less [41] . These produce Ps with near-thermal energies (or above, due to the confinement energy problem). Research is currently underway with the objective of producing lower energy Ps atoms without loss of efficiency. We note that the confinement energy limitation can in principle be mitigated by using long nanochannels rather than mesoporous films [17, 67] .
Since the underlying production mechanism that occurs in mesoporous Ps converters is not thermal, they can be expected to work with similar efficiency at any temperature. In mesoporous materials, as well as metal oxide powders, Ps atoms lose their energy primarily via inelastic collisions, and must have hundreds of thousands of surface or grain interactions in order to thermalize [8, 68] . Therefore they are very sensitive to the surface conditions, including adsorbed surface material. In some cases such contamination may be advantageous, leading to an increased cooling rate [69] , but more often it merely leads to a reduction in the amount of Ps emitted [70, 71] . This effect is explicitly demonstrated in Fig. 4 , which shows Ps formation in a chamber with inadequate vacuum isolation from the buffer-gas trap. These data show that when the chamber pressure is around 5×10 −6 mbar, Ps formation is significantly reduced within a few hours of the target being cooled down (f d ∼ 4%). The reduction in f d is attributed to the freezing of N 2 and CF 4 gas from the positron trap. The target recovers completely after heating back to room temperature.
The adsorption of gas molecules in the porous matrix can affect Ps lifetimes, and hence reduce the emission efficiency, simply by reducing the available free volume. The use of Ps as a probe of porous materials has been highly successful in part because Ps-wall interactions have proved to be largely insensitive to the particular materials studied [72] . This allows meaningful correlations between Ps lifetimes and pore sizes to be applied to samples made from a wide range of materials using only calibrations related to the physical structure of the pore network. We attribute the reduction of Ps emission observed after gas absorption primarily to a reduction in the available pore volume. For smaller effective pores, the rate of Ps-wall interactions increases, reducing the Ps lifetime. It should be remembered that, since Ps is initially formed in the bulk, condensed gas in porous films does not reduce the amount of Ps that is initially created. Rather, it reduces the Ps lifetime in the pore network so that fewer atoms are emitted into vacuum.
Problems arising from gas absorption can of course be reduced or eliminated by improving the vacuum quality. Figure 5 shows f d measured in a vacuum chamber where the base pressure is ∼10 −9 mbar. In this case, f d again decreases with time, but at a much slower rate, dropping by almost 10% per day after an initial drop of ∼15%. The reduction in f d is attributed to the adsorption of residual gas in the system, mostly N 2 , CF 4 , and H 2 O. The recovery and subsequent structure observed in the warm up curve is attributed to the desorption of these gases at different temperatures, as evidenced by the fluctuations in the chamber pressure.
It has previously been observed that neither the production efficiency nor the kinetic energy of Ps emitted from SiO 2 depend strongly on the sample temperature within the range of 50-300 K [41] . We confirm this observation here via Doppler spectroscopy of Ps [49] emitted from SiO 2 , as shown in Fig. 6 . These data show Gaussian fits to the Doppler broadened lineshapes yielding σ of 0.070 ± 0.001 nm and 0.069 ± 0.002 nm for sample temperatures of 300 and 12 K. This corresponds to 
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Ps kinetic energies of around 40 meV along the direction of the laser path, which is parallel to the SiO 2 sample surface.
Ps porosimetry [72, 73] is based upon the fact that Ps atoms in mesoporous films can collide with internal pore surfaces hundreds of thousands of times without annihilating. During these collisions, the annihilation rate is approximately the spin averaged decay rate weighted by the 3:1 triplet-singlet ratio [8] (∼2 ns −1 ). In the quantum mechanical version of this model, the spin-averaged decay rate is applied only to the portion of the wave function deemed to interact with the wall (which is usually determined empirically). In either case, the decay rate due to Ps-wall interactions is small, so that the total decay rate may be comparable to the vacuum rate for sufficiently large pores. However, if there are paramagnetic centers present the Ps decay rate will increase significantly due to spin conversion processes [74, 75] .
A paramagnetic center is any complex in an insulator that has an unpaired spin, and there are many varieties. The experiments described in this work cannot distinguish between different paramagnetic species. In order to do so, it would be desirable to perform combined Ps lifetime and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) techniques. This has been done in previous experiments [76] using bulk oxide grains (including silica) but has not yet been demonstrated with thin films. Since Ps interactions in mesoporous films take place predominantly on internal surfaces, using time-resolved annihilation and EPR methods [77] could provide new insights into transient or laser-induced surface reactions. Furthermore, identifying the exact types of paramagnetic centers that inhibit Ps formation may help to produce Ps converters that are less sensitive to radiation damage at low temperatures.
The effects of various paramagnetic centers on Ps atoms have been extensively studied in different materials [76, [78] [79] [80] [81] . Positron irradiation is itself able to generate paramagnetic centers [80, [82] [83] [84] , but irradiation with UV photons is far more efficient. The experiments of Saito and co-workers [76, 80] have demonstrated conclusively that paramagnetic centers produced by UV light can significantly affect the lifetime of Ps atoms. Most of these centers are not stable at room temperature, and will recombine almost instantaneously via thermal fluctuations. However, at cryogenic temperatures they may become very stable, with extremely long recombination times. Our measurements, shown in Fig. 7 , confirm this observation; irradiation of an SiO 2 sample cooled to 12 K with 10 Hz UV laser pulses reduced f d substantially. When kept at low temperature following irradiation [ Fig. 7(c) ], no time-dependent recovery was observed. Recovery to the initial value of f d (prior to cooling and laser irradiation) was observed only after the sample was heated to room temperature [ Fig. 7(a) ].
The data shown in Fig. 7 (a) suggest that there may be two different types of paramagnetic center present, as indicated by the temperature dependence of the recovery. If the reduction in f d were due to a single type of isolated paramagnetic center with a well-defined activation energy then we might expect to see threshold behavior in the recovery curve. However, if there are many different local environments, or types of paramagnetic center, the activation energies for thermal recombination may be spread over a quasicontinuum. These data show explicitly that laser irradiation results in the production of stable paramagnetic centers only when the sample is cooled below room temperature [in particular Fig. 7(b) ].
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In the experiments of Saito and Hyodo [76] , no radiation induced effects on Ps lifetimes were observed in silica powder or silica aerogel that had been heat treated to 1073 K. This was attributed to the formation of -OCH 2 radicals, which were identified via electron paramagnetic resonance measurements. In the present experiments, we were not able to check if heating the targets to similar temperatures would eliminate the radiation-induced effect owing to the operating range of the high-temperature interface. We did, however, observe an increase in f d from a mesoporous SiO 2 film that had been heated to 600 K in situ, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . The increased yield was mostly retained when the sample was cooled back to room temperature. Two possible explanations for the improved yield are the desorption of material from the porous network, and the induced recombination of paramagnetic centers that are stable at room temperature. The data in Fig. 8 suggest a combination of both. Figure 8(a) shows the heated sample returning to room temperature and the measured Ps yield, which was only slightly reduced from the maximum value observed at 600 K. This rules out an effect due to thermal desorption of Ps from surface states, which have been observed previously in both quartz targets [58] and in silica films [85] . After heating, the SiO 2 sample became susceptible to a laser-induced reduction in the Ps yield [see Fig. 8(c) ], strongly suggesting the production of stable paramagnetic centers. This irradiation did not, however, return the sample to its previous state, suggesting that either some of the improvement may have been due to desorption of material, or possibly that the stable paramagnetic centers are more difficult to populate. Such centers have been previously observed using capped mesoporous films [86] . If these stable paramagnetic centers were already present at a saturated level in a sample that had not been heated then we would not expect to see any effect of laser irradiation, as shown in Fig. 7 .
When the heated sample was cooled to 27 K and irradiated, a further reduction in f d was observed, as shown in Fig. 8(b) . The saturated f d value in this case was slightly higher than was observed for the unheated sample, but we would expect further decline with time. Thus any benefits obtained from heating do not appear to survive in cryogenic conditions, but they can be recovered if the sample is again warmed up to ∼600 K, as shown in Fig. 8(b) .
Measurements of f d for different positron implantation energies and sample temperatures are shown in Fig. 9 . The target bias was scanned at each of the stated temperatures in ascending order. The data shown in Fig. 9 (a) were recorded with no previous laser irradiation, whereas those shown in Fig. 9(b) were recorded following laser irradiation at 27 K until the reduction in f d reached saturation. Varying the target bias across the range shown in Fig. 9 took approximately 25 minutes for each temperature, therefore only minimal gas adsorption effects are expected [see Fig. 5(a) ]. These data indicate the location of laser induced paramagnetic centers in the target, since Ps formation occurs at a depth determined by the incident positron beam energy and implantation profile [87] [88] [89] . The approximate mean depth of the incident positron beam is indicated on the top axis of Fig. 9(a) . The exact thickness of the present film is unknown, but is estimated to be at least 500 nm. The lack of any sharp features at high implantation energies in Fig. 9 indicates that the film thickness is always greater than the positron implantation depth.
In general, we expect a decrease in f d as the positron beam energy is increased because Ps will then have to diffuse further through the pore network before emission. However, with the present samples we expect only a negligible decline 125305-7 for implantation energies of 3 keV, in accord with previous measurements [41] . In fact, we observed a small increase (less than ∼10%) in the values of f d when the beam was implanted at higher energies in Fig. 9(a) . This effect is sometimes observed when fast Ps is able to move away from the γ -ray detector [90] .
For the irradiated target [ Fig. 9(b) ], we observe no energydependent reduction in f d when the sample temperature is above 250 K, in agreement with the model of temperature stabilized paramagnetic centers. At these temperatures, we predict that the laser would have no effect, and changes in f d due to the beam energy increasing would be similar to those observed in a target that had not received laser irradiation. At lower temperatures f d is reduced by around 50% at the higher implantation energies. This indicates that either the paramagnetic centers that affect Ps atoms are created predominantly in the deeper layers of the target, or that they are primarily on the internal surfaces of the pores. Our data suggest the latter, as do direct lifetime measurements performed on irradiated silica powders [76] .
Most of the incident UV light is reflected from the target substrate [91] , suggesting uniform irradiation of the SiO 2 film and the creation of paramagnetic centers throughout. Since Ps formation occurs in the spur electron cloud [56] , bulk paramagnetic centers probably do not affect Ps formation. The fact that Ps emission is inhibited by interactions with surface paramagnetic centers is known from previous irradiation measurements conducted with a capped silica target that did not allow Ps atoms to escape into vacuum [86] . Ps produced deeper in the SiO 2 will undergo more surface collisions before emission. The presence of surface paramagnetic centers is therefore consistent with the observed dependence on the positron implantation energy. However, the linearity of this dependence with the positron implantation energy is not trivially explained. It may be related to the way in which confined Ps atoms move between pores [64] . This observation is broadly consistent with previous measurements of the Ps emission time from similar samples [50] , which also suggested a linear dependence on beam energy. The observed energy dependence means that one can at least partially mitigate the effects of laser irradiation in cryogenic films simply by reducing the positron implantation energies, although this would result in the production of hotter Ps atoms [49] .
B. Single-crystal Ge
After etching with HCl, Ge crystal dangling bonds are expected to be terminated with Cl, which inhibits Ps formation [10] . The Cl can be removed by heating the crystal, as shown in Fig. 10 , in which an increase in f d is observed as the temperature is raised above ∼700 K. Further heating of the Ge resulted in a higher Ps yield until a plateau was reached at the maximum temperature of 850 K. As explained in Sec. II A, these measured high temperatures do not correspond to the true target temperature, and the actual maximum temperature was closer to ∼750 K. The reasons for the apparent structure in the heating curve are not known, but may be caused by the dynamics of the surface cleaning process, or perhaps by out-gassing from the heater. This type of structure is not generally observed with Ge after the initial cleaning cycle.
Ps can be emitted from single crystal semiconductors via excitonlike positron-electron surface states [18] . Electrons that are excited into the conduction band may scatter into unoccupied surface states where they can form surface excitons by combining with holes in the surface band [92] . However, if positrons are present, electrons may combine with them instead and form Ps atoms. These exciton and Ps states have previously been denoted as X [92] and PsX [42] , respectively. Promoting an electron into the conduction band can be achieved thermally [18] , or following interactions with photons [42] . We refer to the process by which light increases the Ps yield (through electron surface-state population) as photoemission This signal is the convolution of the prompt annihilation radiation and the ∼4 ns (FWHM) detector response [43] . [42] . We have achieved photoemission in Ge(100) samples using 532-nm (visible, green) laser irradiation. The Ps formation enhancement is most effective when the laser arrives at around the same time as the positron pulse, as shown in Fig. 11 . The effect is still significant when the laser arrives up to ∼5 ns before the positrons indicating the lifetime of the surface states that participate in PsX formation. These surface states appear to have shorter lifetimes than those previously observed with Si targets [42] , which persisted for many tens of nanoseconds.
An important question concerning the production of Ps from Ge in cryogenic environments is whether or not PsX can be produced via photoemission at low temperatures. Because Ps production from Ge is a surface process, it is much more susceptible to contamination from gas adsorption. Figure 12 shows f d measured from a cooled Ge sample with a range of laser fluences. It is evident from these data that the efficacy of PsX production is severely compromised at low temperatures without a photoemission laser, and that this occurs on a time scale much faster than that of SiO 2 in the same vacuum [cf. Fig. 5(a) ]. However, the PsX yield, and hence f d , increase significantly when a photoemission laser is present. The efficiency and stability increase with the laser fluence. The data in Fig. 12 therefore show conclusively that PsX photoemission can be implemented at cryogenic temperatures. However, it is possible that the long-term stability of PsX emission could be compromised by the accumulation of residual gas on the crystal surface. Figure 13 shows f d measured using a p-type Ge(100) target that had been cooled to 27 K for 14 hours. This results in essentially no emitted Ps (typical background levels are 3%−4%). When the photoemission laser is present the signal is restored; recovery from ∼4 to 25% is observed, indicating that the laser desorbs accumulated gas layers from the Ge surface. This is supported by the spike in the chamber pressure associated with the laser light (at around 9 minutes). The corresponding increase in the Ps yield, is consistent with both the desorption of surface gas layers and photoemission. Subsequent measurements with the laser blocked (black squares in Fig. 13 ) demonstrate the surface cleaning effect in isolation. Contamination occurs fairly quickly when the laser is blocked, but a relatively high Ps yield can be maintained when the laser is present. Even at the highest laser fluence the yield is somewhat less stable than is observed for thermal production. This is most likely due to the equilibrium between gas adsorption and desorption on the surface. There were no visible signs of any laser induced damage to the samples following long periods of irradiation.
Previous experiments with both Si and Ge showed that the energy of PsX is essentially independent of the sample temperature, whether it is generated by heating or by photoemission [10] . In fact, PsX emitted from very hot targets was slightly colder than that emitted from room-temperature targets (or via photoemission), which was attributed to shifts of the surface energy levels [10] . By measuring the Doppler-broadened 1S-2P transition linewidths, we have verified that the energy of PsX emitted via photoemission from cryogenic targets does not depend strongly on the target temperature. The 2P levels were detected following photoionisation with 532-nm light (generated independently of the photoemission laser light). No difference in the Ps energy was observed, as can be seen in Fig. 14, which shows Ps energies of around 170 meV in the direction of the laser, for temperatures ranging from 27-400 K.
The PsX kinetic energy is determined by the surface electron and positron energy levels, but the origin of the observed width of the PsX distributions is unknown. One possible explanation is that the thermally or optically excited surface electrons form Ps atoms before thermalizing. However, we do not believe this to be likely as the relevant electronic relaxation rates are in general very rapid [93, 94] . Another possibility is that, if the PsX emission process involves surface interactions (e.g., phonon scattering), then even if the underlying energy levels are intrinsically narrow, atoms may nevertheless be emitted with a distribution of energies. However, the fact that the Doppler widths of PsX emitted from Ge at different temperatures (see Fig. 14) are the same indicates that thermally generated surface interactions do not in fact play a significant role in determining the PsX energy. If the crystal surface is not well-defined, then the electron and positron surface-state energies may vary from site to site, which could also give rise to variations in the emission energies. Similarly, there may be a wide range of available surface states with different energies, which would also lead to observations of a broad distribution.
It seems likely that the effects discussed here for Ge(100) would also apply to Si [10] , and any other indirect band-gap semiconductor with dangling-bond states. If a material can be identified that exhibits photoemisison of PsX and has intrinsic energy levels lower than those of Si or Ge, it may provide an efficient source of cold Ps atoms that can be used in cryogenic environments. This would be extremely beneficial for any experiments involving Ps laser excitation. For example, Doppler broadening is presently the limiting factor in the efficiency of 1S-2P excitation in Ps. Using typical near-thermal Ps sources, the linewidths of these transitions are generally broadened to more than 500 GHz [49] , requiring broadband pulsed light sources for efficient Ps excitation.
It is possible to obtain suitable solid-state UV lasers with large (∼200 GHz) bandwidths [95] , and if prisms [43, 96] or high-order gratings [49] are used as dispersive media, it is relatively straightforward to produce light from dye lasers with bandwidths of around 100 GHz. However, improving the spectral overlap of an excitation laser with a given Ps transition by reducing Doppler broadening is preferable to using large bandwidth light sources. This is because considerably less power is required, and more accurate state selection becomes possible [97] . In addition, transit-time broadening and secondorder Dopper shifts are reduced if colder atoms are used.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Using a trap-based pulsed positron beam and singleshot lifetime spectroscopy we have measured Ps formation from mesoporous SiO 2 films and Ge(100) single crystals at temperatures ranging from 12-700 K. Our measurements show that Ps atoms can be created in cryogenic environments using both materials. The efficiency of production at cryogenic temperatures is comparable to that observed at room temperature, but can be compromised by residual gas contamination. For SiO 2 films in a vacuum of around 10 −9 mbar, the Ps formation decays on a time scale of many days, and can be restored by heating the sample to room temperature. However, these samples will decay rapidly if they are directly exposed to UV laser light. This is due to the creation of paramagnetic centers that become stable at cryogenic temperatures [76, 86] . Warming cold irradiated SiO 2 films to room temperature completely restores the Ps formation efficiency. The effects of UV light on cold SiO 2 have implications for attempts to perform laser cooling on Ps confined in cryogenic cavities.
PsX emission from Ge crystals is enhanced by laser irradiation, which has been previously observed in Si [42] . We have shown that this photoemission process operates at low temperatures. Low-temperature Ge is highly susceptible to residual gas adsorption, and Ps emission is compromised much faster than is the case for porous SiO 2 samples. However, laser light that gives rise to photoemission will also desorb gas from a Ge surface, making it possible to produce Ps indefinitely in a cryogenic environment using laser irradiated Ge.
The efficient production of low-energy Ps atoms is an important goal for Ps physics in general. Cold Ps atoms would be useful for many applications, including Ps Stark deceleration [14] , Ps mediated antihydrogen formation [11, 12] , Ps-atom scattering measurements [98] , precision 1 3 S 1 → 2 3 S 1 optical spectroscopy [99] , and microwave spectroscopy of the Ps fine structure [100] [101] [102] . The modification of existing converter materials to operate reliably at cryogenic temperatures and to produce cold Ps is a promising approach to achieving these goals. Similarly, such materials may also find application in the production of cold confined Ps, leading to studies of Ps-wall interactions [91] , Ps laser cooling [22] , and the formation of a Ps BEC [23] .
Recently, it has been discovered that Ps can exist in delocalized Bloch states in metal-organic framework (MOF) materials [103, 104] , suggesting an alternative approach to producing cold Ps. Delocalized Bloch states can be emitted into vacuum with very narrow, sub-thermal energy spreads; Rydberg time-of-flight measurements [105] revealed a component of Ps with a mean energy E Ps = 250 meV, with a small spread of ∼10 meV. MOF materials exist in a wide range of configurations [106] and can be used at cryogenic temperatures. It is not presently known what the maximum achievable Ps production efficiencies using MOF converters are, or if they are susceptible to laser induced effects such as paramagnetic center production in the same way as SiO 2 films.
Owing to the unique Ps delocalization mechanism, however, they have great potential for producing monoenergetic Ps.
Further studies of silica films containing larger pores and engineered structures are warranted [34] , as is an extended survey of available MOF materials. Evaluation of the efficacy of combined EPR and Ps lifetime measurements in the identification of specific paramagnetic centers could be useful in the production of Ps converters that are less sensitive to radiation at low temperatures. Moreover, owing to the surface selectivity of Ps interactions, such combined measurements could be developed as a general technique to differentiate between bulk and surface centers in EPR studies. Ps formation from various semiconductors at low temperatures, and following more rigorous surface preparation protocols, also require further study now that it has been established that Ps photoemission from Ge can be performed at any sample temperature.
